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costs and effectiveness,- The author fiist explains the analytic
concepts of __school productivity, input-oUtput analysis, and
productivity' functions.' His review of school. productivity research,
covering studies of teacher; .school, and program effectiveness, notes' ."
a number of varia.nes`that.iltfluenct, productivity, including teacher
experience and verbal ability, teachr-student interaction, use of
computers or 'other advanoed,technology, School climate, class size, .

and socioeconomic'factOrs. Administrators' wishing to apply the
research findings to tbeir sciihoolS, says the author should also be
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pkrticular: methdd.tir, reform is adopted. the documen also explains
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Selectinua. propriate test instruments can create p oblems in
measurikg e Ucati,oneil output. The author concludes t at
admiiiisteatorsca'n make a 'difference, 'hOwever, by f ding ways'to
naktic,dehools more productive and effective, (RN).
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The public has increasingly demanded greater,"accountability" of the
public education sector in the last decade. In the name of accountability,
state legislatures across the country have been mandating minimal com-
petency testing programs for the public schools At the same .time, a
"hold the line" attitude prevails, and several states have enacted tax and
expenditure limitation provisions ir.an effort to reduce governmental
spending In addition, rapidly rising costs and double-digit inflation are
creating senous fiscal problems' for local school districts everywhere /
Soaring energy costs combined with reductions in state aid due to citClin-
ing enrollments have already disrupted the budgetary process in many
school distncts.

With slower economic growth and very little "new" money available
for education, budgets will continue to become tighter and more re-
stricted- Fotr the foreseeable future at least, administrators will be forced
to seek out even more efficient and effective way smif providing educa-
tional programs. A number of studies which have investigated school
productivity and resource allocation can provide some direction and in-
sights to help school administrators identify less efficient practices and
procedures as they attempt to put limited resources to better use. The
findings from school productivity studies conducted to date, such as
costeffectiveness analysis and school and teacher effectiveness studies,
cannot provide quick and simple solutions for improving resource alloca-
tion in schools They do,'however; offer some suggestions which'can be
considered by local school districts to help contain school costs

SChool productivity studies are concerned with such issues as the con-
sideration of alternatives, the importance of using time efficiently, and
the concept of opportunity costs A careful consideration of these issues
in help make explicit the cost-effectiveness decisions that school admin-
istrators intuitively make on a daily basis as they administer their
budgets This paper discusses the general nature of school productivity
studies, provides examples of some cost-effectiveness and school
effectiveness studies which might be useful, and addresges some of the
problems inherent in measunng educational costs and assessing pro-
gram effectiveness'. This paper suggests that school administrators cart
and do make a significant difference in determining school quality by
applying school productivity research: -.

Cost-Effectiveness Approaches
The concept of production function is crucial to understanding typical

school productivity and effectiveness research A production funchoh
expresses mathematically the relationship between school inputs
(e.g , students, teachers, administrators, and cumculum rnatenals) and
schooroutputs (e.g., growth in cognitive skills, substantive knowledge,
and affective behavior) Within this analytical framework, an attempt is
made to determine the relqtive impact of the different input variables on
theutput measures. Irccost-effectiveness analysis, for example, the var-
ious inputs are priced, that is, a dollar value is attached to them. The
outputs in any cost- effectivaworr is be quantifiable, bu
typically nt attempt is made to equate them in terms of dollars.

In any production function computetion, degree of laency i5 a term
used to describe the salient difference or ratio between school inputs and
outputs. Thus, efficiency and productivity in an economic sense are mea-
sured by the relationship between input and output in the school enter-
prise. A school car? become more efficient either by obtaining a higher
level of output (e.g., student achievement), while holding input constant

(e g 4,udget level), or by achieving the same level of out c ith a lower
level of input. In other words, useful and meaningtul co arsons can be
made between the cost of different alternatwes for achieving a prescribed
effectiveness level or between the effectiveness* different alternatives
for a fixed budget levyl.

A major responsibility of school administrators is to structure and or-
ganize the school resources at their disposal in an efficient manner to
achieve the goals and objectives (Ally school district School resource
inputs consist of important human resources such as teachers, students,
and staff and also the material. resources such as the physiCal plant,
classrooms, and cumcular products. In addition, human and matenal
resources have to be combined or mixed to achieve the designated objec-
tives within certain constraints imposed by circumstantial conditions
such as state law requirements and collective bargaining agreements De-
spite these constraints, administrators often have more flexibility than
they realize in organizing and manipulating many key resources.

In determining tile most effectn;e resource mix, the instructional con-
'tent (e.g., reading, mathematics, language arts) as well as the instruc-
tional process variables (e.g., teacher characteristics, class size, length of
school day) of the educational program are typically taken into account.
In attempting to achieve performance objectives established for specific
curriculum programs, a school staff makes, several important decisions
concerning resource use. How can the teachers' and students' time best
be utilized? What types of student grouping.patterns will best facilitate
the learning process? What type of cumculum materials should be used'?

School productivity studies such as cost-effectiveness analysis can,
therefore, provide a structure for analyzing the complex relationship
among school inputs, school processes, and school outputs and for exam-
ining the different applicable mixes of school resources in a more sys-
tematic and objective manner In conducting cost-effectiveness analysis,
the objectives to be attained are identified, the various instructional or
other alternatives which lead to attainment of the objectives are consid-
ered, and the costand effectiveness of each alternative are determined.

Illustrative School Productivity Studies
Numerous studies of school productlinty have been conducted over

the past'50 yqars, and a number of models have been developed in the last
decade for cost-effectiveness studies.' All cost-effectiveness analyses
stress the need to develop and examine different alternatives in a sys-
tematic manner. Cost-effectiveness studjes.conducted tp date suggest
that teachers play an important role in influencing pupil achievement,
and that the manner in which school resources are mixed does make a ,

difference in terms of pupil achievement.2 These studies have also
pointed out that the use of time is of central importance in the educational
process.

Similarly, studies of teacher effectiveness have. tended to reinforce the
r,....aaiportance pf time in the learning process In reviewing the findings of a

number ofIfirsYgfficties, Brophy -notes that.
More effective teachers allocate more rfireirtime for teaching,

and spend more of that time accordingly Effective teachers
know how to organize and maintain a classroom learning environ-,
ment that maximizes the time spent engaged in productive activities

- and minimizes the time lost during transitions, periods of confusion,
or disruptions that require disciplinary action.'



Several others ray e also discussed the positive relationship bettyeen "di-
rect instruction" achy dies in the classroom and increased student learn-
ing Of basic skills Key" to these studies is the clarity and specificity of
what is to be learned and the effective .and efficient use of teacher and
student time in pursuit of these specific objects es Though studies are
less clear about the relationship between time use andother, more highly
held objectives, w here "direct instruction" may be less pedagogic-ally
sound, for example, problem solving, discovery, synthesis, evaluation,
creativity, it seems logical that lypossible link exists.

In addition, sew oral cost effectiveness studies hate consistently found
feather- related v anables such as teaching experience, ierbal ability, re-
cency of the teacher's professional training, the extent to which teacheiS
are in oh ed in decision making, and the instructional strategies pin-
ploy ed by teachers to be related significantly t9 student achievement

More recent school-effectiveness studies examining the schooling pro-
'Less hay e begun to delineate the complex teacher-Student interaction ef-
fects which occur inthe classroom These studies support th% notion that
certain types of children learn more w hen matched with' certain types of
teachers

Several studies have focused un the cost effectiveness et Elementary,
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) programs such as those for disace

antaged students s Other studies have attempted fo compare the costs
associated with the more traditional instructionbl approaches with kuse
involv ing eduCahonal technology, particuirly computer-assisteff and
computer-managed programs By investigating the cost consequences
of using different Input combinations such as teachers and computers,
these studies hay i reinforced the importance of titre and its uses They
hay e often pointed ta. the significant time savings obtained by students
who ho are able to achieve similar achievement levels much more quickly.
through the use of computer technology These studies also hav
cation for the manner in which teachers allocate their time in the futurF

Along a somewhat different line, several school effectiveness studies
have consistently found a strong relationship between teacher verbal
ability and student achieVement In one of the more interesting cost-
effectiveness studies to date, Lev in applied cost-effectiveness techniques
in an analysis of teacher recruitment and retention policies a pro-
duon function approach, Levin irivesligated the impact of teachers'
verbal ability and teaching-experience on the performance of sixth grade
students as measured by a standardized achievement test After examin-
ing both the cost data and achievenient results, Levin concluded that
h'inng teachers with higher verbal ability would be five to fen times more
'effective perdollar of expenditure in increasing student achievement
scores than would hinng teachers with more experience.

School effectiveness studies have yielded some interesting findings as
w ell Summers and Wolfe studied the academic progress of
approximately 2,000 students in 150 schools of the Philadelphia school
system " 'Using longitudinal data, they examined the achievement
growth Of individual pupils between the end of the third and the sixth
grades, the sixth and the eighth grades, and the ninth and the twelfth
grades Summers and Wolfe concluded that schelbl inputs tsuch as
teachers.and Cass size) and schZiol climate variables (such as social corh-
poSitioh; achievement mixture, and disruptive incidences exerted an
impact on student achievement. In this study, 411 types of students
(black, white, low achievers, and high achievers) at all grade levels scored

' higher in achievement the more days they attended school. Elementary
school, students also did better in smaller classes with teachers who
graduated from higher-rated cplleges. Low achieving elementary stu-r
dents did better with relatively Igss experienced teachers,, in smaller
classes, and in schools with more high achievers. On the other hand,
high achievers did better with more experienced teachers. Apparently,
specific typesof students can he helped even more if particular types Of
resources are chahneled to therh

fMum'ane analy zed the impact of school resources,'especially teachers,
on the cognitive achievement of approximately 900 black students in 15 -
schools in New Haven.'" He gathered data over a two -year period (sec-
ond and third grades) for one group of children and over a one-year
period (third grade) for another group. After examining the effect of the
classroom as a whole un the achievement of children, Mumane con-
cluded that there are important differences in the amount of learning that
occurs in different classrooms within the same school and among dif-
ferent schools, and that teachers exert a critical impact on student

'achievement Fie also'found, for example, that black teachers with less
lharsix years of experience taught reading to block children more effec-
tively than dal:white teachers with similar teachihg experience.

These two Mud les 'disclosed sOrhe important findings' by using lon-
gitudinal data and by,alsoTy ing socioeconomic factors and specific school
resources to data nrndividual pupils Many school resourcesiaffectdif-
ferent types of students in different ways and few school resources
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pear to benefit all students equally Clearly, an important aspect ut the
dynamic educational process is the unique interaction, at takes place
between certa,uf types of school resources and certain ty es of students.
Low-at:timing students, for example, appear to learn more with rela-
tively ineilpenenced teachers while high-achieving students seem to
learn more with experienced teachers, Small classes apparently help low
achievers but are not particularly important for av erage or high achievers.

To determine if a new mode of instruction would be cost-effee4pe for
Mow achievers, however, the net cost of less 'experienced teachers in
small classes would also hay e to he estimated While some students may
learn more in smaller classes, the size utclasses is a major determinant of
school districts' budgets, and even a small across-the-board reduction of
two or three students per class could dramatically affect the costs in-
volved, Newrtheless, school administrators do have several options. A

- recent synthesis of the research examining the effects o0 class size by
Class and Smith suggests that pupil achievement increases as class size
decreass." This research, however, indicates that there appears to be
little cRlige in pupil achievement When reducing the size of classes
which are larger than about 20 pupils, whereas there is evidence of sub-
stantial change in kail achievement when reducing-the size of classes
which are smaller than 20 to 15 pupils.

Vv'tth most school districts maintaining an average class size of 25 to 30
pupils, it would be financially impossible to reduce all classes to a point
somewhere below 15 pupils per teacher to promote significant changes in
pupil achievement At the same time, however, budgetary concerns

.. should not necessarily mandate large classes of between 20 to 30 stu-
dents. If a class size Of 15 pupils represents the threshold at which
achievement begins to rise rapidly, there are a number of alternative's or
possibilities for containing the costs involved ,

One alternative would be to vary systematically the size of Classes
throughout the week. Insteadof having two classes of 25 pupils each, for

example, a.school might want one class of 40 pupils and another of 10
pupils, to provide small group instruction to specific learners at least part
of the week Similarly, it might be better to provide one 30-minute period
with 10 pupils and another 90-minute period wilf-a49 pupils than to have
two 60-minute periods of 25 students each. Another alternative might be
to provide a teacher's aide in each class of 30 students to produce the
effet ofa 15-pupil group. Yet another possibility might involve the hiring
of paft-hme teachers fora staggered teaching-learning schedule. Regard-,
less of the particular. alternative.selectethor policy adopted, class size
should deperld on the interrelationships among specific teacher charac-
teristics, curricular areas, and student abilities.

Considering Opportunity Costs
In conducting saiool productivity studies important difficulties exist in

Measuring school costs arril school effectiveness. Those involved in de-
velopment and implernentation of school policies should be aware of
these difficulties Several wnterp have addressed the potential pitfalls ui
conducting cost analysA'within an educational context." Probably the
most useful notion that can be drawn from this w ork.for administrators
involves the concept of opportunity costs The development and applica-
tion of opportunity costs have substantially advanced our understanding
of the input side of the educational process, and school costs are now
typically viewed in terms of "what is given up" rather than "what is put
in "The concept of opportunity costs involves the problem of choice and '
the exarftination of alternative uses of resources" If resources are con-
sumed id achieving one objective, they cannot be used to accomplish
other purposes The real cost of any alternative, therefore, is the sacrifice
Incurred because the decision maker chose not to pursue some other al-
ternative.

In any cost analysis, this broad notion of costs has significant implica-
bons for school administrators and must be carefully considered along
with the more obvious direct expenditure items. Thomas has argued that
the time spent within school might betterik governed by the principle of

'foregone learning."" In other words, the cost of a given instructional
procedure or of a given curriculum is measured in part by foregone op-
postunities to devote teachers' and students' time to other procedures
and curricula Thus, administrative decisions involving the scheduling of
teachers and students should treat the use of time as a scarce resource and
allocate it accordingly.

Admutistrators' actions may be significantly constrained by collective
bargaining agreements and fixed salary schedules, but administrators do
have discretion with regard to how teachers allocate their school time.
Despite administrative ability to influence the variable of time, at least
one school practitioner has asserted that. ,

Classroom; squander teacher talent. By assigning teachers and stu-
dents toboxes we have made ourchouls grossly ineffipent. Fully

444.,
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two-thirds of a teacher's work in a classroom consists ot maintenagrel:
Items that could be krformed equally %%ell by nonprofessionals."

Althiiugh this may be an overstatement, a number ot -studies suggests
that teachers could be used much more effectively

A study by Rossmiller and Geske, for example, tocused on the use ot
time by instructional personnel and involved a sample ot 30 elementary
schools from nine states. " Teachers in the schools sampled were asked to
estimate the total amount ot time, both in school and out ot school, that
they devoted to their professional responsibilities and to indicate hay'
much if that time went to instructional activities and how much went to
noninstructional activities An analysis of thi.; data obtained for 96
teacht)-rs disclosed that approximately 40 pertlIPI of their time was de-
oted to noninstructional attic Ines These noninstructional activities in-

cluded supervision, planning, testing, record keeping, and clerical and
administrative tasks

In another study, Hiatt focused on the use ot time by 25 primary
teachqs in urban and suburban Los Angeles who were representative ot
the general teaching population 16 She tound that these teachers devoted
a v, hopping 80 percent ot the morning class halt to noninstructional ac-
tiLities Teachers, for example, tpent rime evaluating student progress
(22 percent), handling discipline Problems (18 pexent), and giving direc-
tions (10 percent). The remainder of the morning was taken up with yard
duty, recess break, preparing materials and equipment, and offministra-
five and clencaNties.

Since salaries for/tachers typically constitute approximately 70 percent
of a school distnct's operatinebudget, many regard the classroom
teacher as the most important single school resource over whichadminis-
tratur, an exercise some degree ot control. Given a consideration ot the
opportunity costs involved, administrators will have to devise more ettt-
cient staffing arrangements that utilize human resources, for example,
teachers and paraprofessionols, in such a way as to maximize the use of
their particular qualifications, talents, and skills.

In this regard, computer technology can also be used effectively to re-
' duce substantially tlYe amount of time that teachers have toievote to

noninstructional activities A number of school districts are exploring the
uses of microcomputers which are compact in size, relatively inexpen-
sive, and easy to use. These microcomputers are ideally suited for use in

"Individual school buildings and can accommodate records for
approximately 1,000°students in 40 different curricular areas Microcom
puters, for example, Can be used for storing infdrmation about individual
student achievement on specific learning needs to form different instruc-
tional clusters This technology can also be used for providing reports for
diagnosing and prescnbing learning activities, for producing group per-
formance information, and for generating student progress reports for
parents Microcomputer technology can also be used to provide data and
reduce the time required to complete reports of mandated Individualized
Education Plans (TEPs) for special education programs

DevelopiniEffectiteness Measures
Traditionally, the focus in school financing has been on the input side,

despite the fact that the eoncept of efficiency also requires a careful exam-
ination of the output side as well. The recent emphasis or efficiency and
accountability in education, however, is prompting a much closer look at-
measunng educational outputs. In addition, some recent state supreme
court cases hate begun to cf rsciader the equity implications of state sup-
port programs in terms of e tional outputs,'' In the coming years, it
seems likely that educational organizations increasingly will be required
to consider the quality of their outputs and also to consider the relation-
ship betw een their outputs and the costs-involved.

As is true of the analysisof school costs, the measurement of educa-
tional outputs involves several difficult problems. To begin With there
often is di reement with regard to the specific outcomes desired from
an educati I s stem and the relative importance of vanous-outco
Some people be i e every high school graduate should possess a s
skill, others are primanly concerned that graduates be qualified t
the college of their choice, still others are concerned that the scho
cote students with certain values and behavioral patterns.

Educational systems are expected to serve multiple and ofte
mg goals and objectives.Ives. Schools, for example, are urged to pro
dents with equal educational opportunities and, at the same tinie
vide these opportunities and learning expenences in the most ficient
manner possible. The dual objectives of equality and efficiency ften
conflict with each other and usually involvesome type of trade-off. du-
cational organizations often are confronted, for example, with ch ces
that involvegreater equality at the expense of efficiency, orgreater effi-
ciency at the expense of equality.
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While the efficiency cr terionis typically stressed in a cost-ettectiveness
'analysis, the equity asp t of a program must also be t onsidered Since a --
particular school progra w illrarery attest all studelit populations, for
example, low achievers andfrugh achievers, in an identical manner, an
attempt should be made to examine changes in the distribution of gains
as w ell as oyerat gains m test scores Techniques hat e been deL eloped
for treatingeultiple outcomes in rust-etfectiv eness studies, and gener-
ally a single criterion of effectiveness cannot adtAuately detect and esti-
mate all.possible effects ot a program In tact, et en the mearrennent of
progress toward attainment of a single oblectii e often w ill require the use
of multiple indicators.

The selection of valid and reliable instrumtnts is also on important Lon-
sideration in measuring pupil pertormante 1" Almost all standardised
tests in i oh e the con' eision of raw stores into normatii e stores to indi-
cate a student's relative position in a distribution of scores Grade-
equivalent scores, for example, indicate the grade level at w hich students
are performing Although grade- equivalent scores hate some utility,
Coleman and Karityit clearly point out that these scores L annul be used
for making inferences about the effect of a School program on the rates ot
growth of pupils who start at different grade levels 19 These researchers
argue that a more accurate estimate of thoomount of change can be made
by using standardized scores

While standardized tests describe a studenj,vosition relaiii e to other
students, they do not diagndse the specificIlills that have been mastered
by the student For this reason critesaon-referenced tests (as opposed to
norm-referenced tests) appear to be better suited for use in cost
effectiveness studies The distinguishittg feature of a cnterion-referenced
test is its relationship to the specific goals and subject matter of a program
of instruction Criterion-referenced tests, however, are not is ithout prob-

. lems 20 These tests are developed to evaluate progress toward specific
program objectives, but as mentioned earlier, vs idespread agreement on
specific objectives is often difficult to achieve In addition, objectives are
usually difficult to,operationalize in measurable terms

Conclusions , ,N,

Most educational researchers and school administrators would:readily
agree that the processes which characteristically occur in educational or-
ganizations and in human learning are extraordinarily complex' As yet
there are no definitive and unequivocal answers to the difficult questions
about how to improve resource allocations in education The work on
school productnrity and cost-effectiveness analysis conducted over the
past decade does, however, provide direction for using school resources
more effectively. The reviewed cost-effectiveness and school effects
studies suggest same important variables within the control of school
administrators Among these are the use of kachers' time, teacher verbal
ability, and certain combinations of teachers and students These wwi-
ables seem to have an impact on student achievement. All are susceptible
to manipulation by administrators and 6y the establishment of laduea-
tional policy as part of the instructional process Despite some olxviCus
constraints such as collective bargaining agreements, school adminis-
trators do have options that may be exercised in an attempt to improve
resource allocation in education.

Given the tremendous pressures for fiscal restraint, school adminis-
trators will need to consider even more carefully the manner in w filth
teachers are selected and used in school districts Clearly, school admin-

istrators will have to analyze and reassess the opporturtity costs 'as-
sociated with the use tif,teacher time Teacher time that is spent in super-
vising playgrounds or study halls is time that cannot be used in math
classes or language arts classes. School administrators need to free
teachers from numerous noninstructional activities which can be per-
formed by community volunteers or paraprokssionals.

In v iew of the'considerable differences 'and variation among school dis-
tncts across the country, school administrators are in key positions to
offer insights and make judgments about what types of school resources
and efficiency practices will work best in their particular districts De-
pending on any number of district faCtors, foraxample, fiscal .capacity,
type of students, composition of teaching-514.,range of -edliCational of-
ferings, an efficrency impro ement that may be,quite suitable in one dis-
tnct may be entirely inappropriate in anoTher organizatiOn. Admiriis-
trators who are familiar ith the needs of their distriets need to generate
and examine vanas no .es of school resources Canadministrators make

Important differen in improving school productivity' The answer is -
yes, and one way t e more 'effective is by applying school productivity
research.

s
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